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Abstract 

With the rapid development of network information technology, a large number of new 
information things such as big data and artificial intelligence have emerged, and they 
have achieved explosive development in a short period of time. The advanced digital 
economy technology has quietly become the general trend of the development of a new 
round of industrial economic competition in China. In recent years, China's digital 
economy has developed vigorously, and various public service platforms have emerged, 
which have become one of the most active forms of social market entities and enterprise 
organization development in promoting the development and construction of my 
country's Internet economy. Through algorithms, platform operators may quietly 
conduct conspiracy to monopolize in the absence of extensive social concerns and 
complete legal regulations. Traditional anti-monopoly supervision methods are 
insufficient in this field. The merger of heterogeneous platform markets in the digital 
economy can also form a situation that intensifies collusion and restricts competition. 
Data crawling, as a basic means of collusion, is not only conducive to achieving sufficient 
competition, but also facilitates algorithmic collusion. In the determination of the 
platform’s restrictive competition behavior under the operation of the algorithm, it is 
necessary to carry out modest supervision from the aspects of the realization method, 
the participants involved, the results, etc.; learn from relevant foreign cases and 
legislative experience, and combine the current market situation in my country to speed 
up algorithm conspiracy relevant legislation. 
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1. Presentation of issues  

As the number of platform companies continues to expand, significant resources are beginning 
to tilt toward some of the largest public service platforms. Monopolies such as "big data killing" 
and "binary choice," in which companies use algorithms to perpetrate conspiracies, are 
frequently exposed. While greatly reducing the transaction costs of enterprises, expanding 
traditional areas of trade cooperation and improving the efficiency of trade markets, the digital 
economy has gradually generated many social problems outside the framework of existing 
market and regulatory mechanisms, seriously threatening the coordinated and stable economic 
development of the region as a whole. In late 2020, an article titled "I got my leek cut by a 
member of the American Legion" caused a stir on social media. The authors describe a "special" 
experience on Meituan's delivery platform, where Meituan members have to pay higher 
delivery fees than non-members while ordering from the same store and delivery address. The 
Meituan case is not unique. In recent years, there have been cases of internet platform 
companies using big data technology to price groups in a discriminatory way. The operators 
behind meituan platform exploit the locking effect and user stickiness of their products, causing 
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fraud such as consumer discrimination and infringing on the legitimate rights and interests of 
merchants and consumers such as the right to choose freely and the right to know. Not only 
that, but Meituan and Hungry Do Not Force Businesses to Choose Between Two has also caught 
the attention of state regulators. "Option one" is that a few dominant e-commerce platforms, in 
order to maintain their scale or expand their competitive advantage quickly, disguised by 
explicit or implicit means, require other alliance merchants to deal exclusively with them and 
not to re-enter e-commerce platforms that are their core competitors, to the detriment of the 
rights of merchants in other alliances and the interests of consumers[1].  

In recent years, China has started to pay more attention to the regulation of algorithms. In the 
field of antitrust law, although no case of algorithm collusion has appeared yet, with the 
maturation of algorithm technology and its wider application, it can be predicted that 
algorithmic collusion will be the focus of attention of antitrust enforcement agencies and courts 
in the future. The main target of the enforcement of antimonopoly law is the enterprise, the law 
is to judge the nature of the illegal act in view of human nature, the law cannot take the machine 
as the subject of the illegal act. In the case of monopolies, legal intervention focuses on whether 
there is an agreement between the cooperating enterprises. It is an offence when multiple 
enterprises, through their employees, directors, agents, shareholders and other third parties, 
consistently restrict or distort competition. Implicit conspiracy is defined as a relationship 
between actors that has not been agreed upon in writing or orally, but in which the parties act 
in the same or similar manner to limit competition through interdependence and tacit 
reasoning. i Implicit complicity in the use of big data provides a very reliable adjunct to 
monopolists. Ostensibly computers and algorithms negotiate monopoly agreements, it 
essentially reflects the ulterior motives of those behind them. When computer algorithms and 
machines take over the role of intermediate third parties, the scope of possible violations goes 
far beyond traditional collusion. Computers can limit competition not only through protocols 
or collaborative behavior, but also in more subtle ways. The same computer algorithms, for 
example, lead to a stable market environment, so they can predict how other computers will 
react and how dominant their strategies will be. This digital market is more predictable and 
easier to control.  

2. Algorithm complicity in regulatory dilemmas  

Compared with the collusive behavior stipulated by the antitrust law in the current traditional 
structure, the collusive action of big data organizations is easier to realize, more invisible, more 
efficient in the process of implementation, more diverse and flexible in its manifestations, and 
more difficult in the process of implementation. First, the AI algorithm changed the market 
structure needed for traditional collusion, making the whole enterprise collusion process easier 
to achieve by removing the mental shackles of old organizational market structures such as 
high concentration of previous markets, small number of operators, difficult entry of market 
participants, and increasing market barriers. Secondly, because algorithms conspire to operate 
in a realistic virtual cyberspace setting with a higher degree of concealment and are not easy to 
be discovered by consumers, the potential cost of various infractions generated by algorithm 
operators is lower. Thirdly, the big data algorithm greatly reduces the marginal cost of the 
operator's complicity in implementing the algorithm. As a more economical and efficient 
algorithm, it can be used to monitor the competitive behavior of algorithm conspirators at any 
time. Fourth, due to the characteristics of product price differentiation management strategy 
and competitive pricing behavior strategy adapted to the market dynamics, once the operator's 
main market is formed, it can influence the competitive market of many other segments and 
different product types simultaneously by continuously pricing the changed products 
differently to achieve the balance of interests. In other words, in a market price competition 
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system, through algorithmic collusion in pricing, operators can capture the market for their 
existing products in a cost-effective manner, rely on a more accurate and efficient market price 
algorithm, continuously improve the value for money of their products or reduce the 
performance price of specific commodities, limit output to the extent possible within the 
control of the enterprise, crowd out existing competitors and discourage potential competitors 
from entering the market. At this point, consumer demand cannot be met due to market 
restrictions and continues to be paid at exorbitantly high oligopoly prices. What's more, 
operators may use algorithmic bias and big data to engage in "kill pricing," tailoring prices to 
different consumers to maximize profits and capture high monopoly profits. Moreover, 
operators can conspire through algorithms to gain "algorithmic competitive advantage," 
increase dominance in digital markets, and even jointly raise barriers to market entry through 
technical standards, intellectual property rights, and so on, preventing the improvement of 
product and service quality[2]. 

3. A few suggestions  

In order to regulate big data killing and algorithmic collusion effectively, we need to work 
together in a comprehensive and systematic way. Only by effectively protecting users' rights, 
strengthening collective action mechanisms, raising the level of technology supervision and 
strengthening the self-regulatory supervision of platforms can we completely, efficiently and 
fundamentally prevent the recurrence of big data killing.  

The regulation of algorithmic collusion by the Antimonopoly Law is made clear. The complexity 
of algorithmic collusion lies not only in the fact that the algorithm leads to more covert 
identification of collusion, but also in the impact on traditional antitrust law, especially whether 
the idea of "monopoly agreement" can be contained in the traditional antimonopoly theory if 
the algorithm realizes collusion through repetitive games without the intervention of the 
operator. China's Antimonopoly Law defines the scope of Monopoly Agreement only in Article 
13 by the way of Principle + enumeration. It does not define the specific meaning of Monopoly 
Agreement. In order to distinguish the unanimous acts reached without consultation, we 
should strengthen and deepen the inherent concept of "agreement" when the antimonopoly 
law enforcement agencies determine monopoly agreements, strengthen the examination of the 
subjective intent to jointly harm market competition, and weaken the formal elements of 
"agreement", so as to provide sufficient legal space for regulating algorithmic collusion.ii Most 
Internet enterprises belong to the VIE structure, which can be transformed into entities of 
interest, a capital arrangement that arises under certain historical conditions and circumvents 
domestic industrial policy. After winning the battle of thousand groups, meituan began to 
venture into takeout, forming a duopoly with hungry to sell the market at home and abroad, 
with a market share of about 95%. Our draft Antimonopoly Law has clearly concentrated the 
operators of the VIE framework in the scope of antitrust review.  

Adhere to the principle of inclusive and prudent regulation and construct a diversified 
regulatory structure. Algorithm collusion is a new and effective market trading tool, which is 
easily used by certain market subjects and leads to market monopoly trading behavior. On the 
basis of this theory, the users of the algorithm should be considered as the subject of 
supervision and responsibility in the application of the anti-monopoly regulation law. In the 
limited number of enterprises involved, the enforcement and management authorities must 
adopt the regulatory technology, and the specific collusion and use of the anti-monopoly 
regulation must be carried out reasonably and effectively. At the basic level of the state's policy 
of respecting technological innovation and strict legal protection as the main body of 
development, it is necessary to effectively promote orderly competition among algorithms in 
emerging fields, so as to promote China's new industrialized economy more vigorously while 
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preserving technological innovation and effective core competition status, and avoid the harm 
to important emerging global technological industries caused by overly complex and stringent 
policies of local governments and antitrust agencies. Scientific norms reasonably define the 
supervision of relevant government agencies, the risks of platform investment and the 
responsibilities of other operators in the system. Clarify the specific legal responsibilities of 
platform companies from five aspects, such as information qualification verification, product 
standards and related services and quality, consumer rights and interests protection, network 
technology security and data quality security monitoring, and strengthen the market 
supervision work of relevant government departments. To establish a social credit evaluation 
system in the environment of "Internet +"; We will strengthen administrative enforcement in 
the field of Internet + and promote the organic combination of industry self-discipline and 
national legal norms. We will speed up the formulation and improvement of the Internet + 
development strategy. Construct a new institutional pattern of market supervision system, 
combine government, enterprise, consumer and third party service organically, form a new 
ecological system of supervision and coordination.  

We will improve relevant economic policies and regulations and guide the healthy and rapid 
development of enterprises. We will actively promote the adoption and implementation of the 
Antimonopoly Guide on Platform Economy, strengthen case studies and formulate policies 
related to investment in enterprises in accordance with the Guide. For example, with regard to 
the "binary choice" document, although it is currently provided for in relevant national laws, 
there is still some scope for dispute and the definition of its basic content needs to be further 
defined by the Government; Different concepts such as differential treatment, relevant market 
segments, market dominance, terminology use and literal expression require specific rules 
interpretation and operational training by enterprise managers. For the above-mentioned 
trade platform operators, especially related leading enterprises, we should pay more attention 
to the guidance of compliance operation. One is how to balance scientifically the interests of 
enterprises in maximizing the efficiency of enterprise resource factors and the red lines of scale 
and scope of competition drawn by the state antitrust. Second, other ways to reach a technology 
monopoly license agreement include the use of third party data interfaces and algorithms, 
direct or indirect forms of competitive pricing and restrictions, etc.. All types of innovative 
platform operators should voluntarily strengthen the management of social responsibility 
mechanisms and the regulation of operators' self-behavior by incorporating their compliance 
with the rules of benign competition development and related consumer rights protection in 
technology markets into their technical innovation system evaluation indicators and promotion 
models.  

Construct the ethical code of algorithm, strengthen the communication and cooperation 
between users and relevant experts, and improve the ability to prevent and control 
risks. Algorithms should clearly follow certain rules from the very beginning of system design 
and development that prohibit them from being required to respond to situations such as 
algorithmic complicity. For example, algorithms themselves should be at least one to interpret, 
code should be one to track, and users of algorithms should be explicitly held 
accountable. Regulation through technology, such as black box leak fixers, is a directional 
engineering technique that automatically checks whether platforms are using algorithms fairly 
and restricts their covert activities. Considering the particularity of algorithmic learning, 
antitrust policy enforcers, consumer intellectual property protection agencies, data protection 
agencies, etc., must be able to employ technical experts and other relevant academic 
organizations in the field of computer science to conduct close, extensive and in-depth 
communication and business cooperation.  

We will continue to explore ways to improve the standards for regional antitrust supervision 
and enforcement and improve our ability for comprehensive enforcement. We will explore new 
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ideas and new technologies to prevent innovation in the enforcement of antitrust actions by 
enterprises, strengthen the daily administrative supervision work of the government and the 
administrative supervision guidance of law enforcement, provide a more complete, clear and 
transparent supervision guide for the conduct of enterprises on platforms, and actively explore 
and promote the harmonization of the supervision and responsibility system within antitrust 
enforcement agencies. To improve the ability of market participants to integrate and use digital 
and regulatory technologies, and to enhance their deep understanding of the attributes of 
digital technology. In accordance with the law, the anti-monopoly centralized enforcement 
supervisory organ shall take measures to investigate market intervention in an active and 
timely manner, take measures in advance to prevent regulatory risks and actively avoid 
participating in centralized investigations of illegal operators within the framework of the 
lawful review authorization of government departments. We will strengthen the 
standardization of the market supervision team and pay more attention to the training of the 
quality and operational ability of law enforcement supervision personnel at the grass-roots 
level in supervision and practice inspection. One of the important problems brought about by 
algorithm validity review is the high cost of regulatory audit. The most feasible way to reduce 
the cost of audit is to gradually change the manual validity review of traditional algorithms, test 
the regulatory algorithm with algorithm validity, test the control effectiveness of operator 
algorithms by constructing virtual control scenarios, or embed some principle error algorithms 
to test the stability and security of operator algorithms.  

4. Conclusion  

Human science and technology has successfully advanced into the era of digital economy. The 
development of big data and algorithms in the digital economy is undoubtedly a strategic 
direction in the future of science and technology economy in our country. Based on the 
multidimensional nature of algorithmic analysis, antitrust policy lawmakers should not 
consider how to simply respond to such a large, complex, and challenging competitive market 
situation. Rather, they should engage in sustained and effective communication and dialogue 
with antitrust enforcers, heads of academic institutions specializing in consumer behavior and 
protection research, data protection, and other relevant government agencies. How to ensure 
the effective and safe regulation of algorithm collusion and prevent the disruption of normal 
market economy social competition and legal order under the precondition of improving the 
overall economic efficiency, promoting and guaranteeing the fair development of the overall 
consumer welfare and gradually realizing the maximum benefit guarantee effect on the overall 
public consumption of society requires the active participation of the whole contemporary 
Chinese economic algorithm theorists and the joint efforts of Chinese algorithm practitioners.  
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